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Enterprise Electronics Corporation (EEC) Inks Deal to Expand Weather Radar
Network in Nepal!

KATHMANDU, NEPAL, JANUARY 6, 2020 – EEC, and our in-country partner Skand,
are excited to announce the expansion of the Government of Nepal’s weather radar
network! The Nepalese Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM) recently
purchased two EEC Defender C350 systems to further develop weather radar
coverage across the country. These two new radars will network with the existing
EEC-supplied Defender C350 already in operation in Surkhet.

“Like many places around the world, Nepal is experiencing an increase in severe
weather events,” says EEC Chief Executive Officer Chris Goode. In March of 2019, a
deadly storm ripped through the southeastern part of the country killing 28 people
and injuring more than 1,100. Scientists confirmed it was the country’s first ever
recorded tornado. “This new EEC radar technology will provide forecasters critical
real-time information to enhance warning lead-time when a severe weather situation
develops,” said Goode.

These two new systems, scheduled for installation in Palpa and Udayapur, will also
help the DHM further improve rainfall & snowfall forecasting & estimation in the
complex terrain spanning the Himalayan Mountains. “With this new contract, EEC
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further solidifies its leading position in the region,” added Kurt Kleess, EEC’s Senior
Vice President of Global Sales. “In addition, this award is proof of the DHM's trust in
EEC's abilities to execute weather radar installations in some of the
most challenging locations on the planet."

EEC’s President and CEO, Mr. Chris Goode, and members of the Government of
Nepal Ministry of Water Resources sign the contract for two new EEC Defender
C350 weather radar systems
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EEC’s Defender C350 Radar Located in Surkhet

More About the DHM

Formed in 1962, the DHM is an organization under the Ministry of Environment,
Government of Nepal. The DHM’s mandate from Government of Nepal is to monitor
all the hydrological and meteorological activities in Nepal. This scope of work includes
the monitoring of river hydrology, climate, agrometeorology, sediment, air quality, water
quality, limnology, snow hydrology, glaciology, and wind and solar energy. General and
aviation weather forecasts are the regular services provided by DHM. The department
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with headquarters in Kathmandu has three basin offices: the Karnali Basin Office in
Surkhet, the Narayani Basin Office in Pokhara, and the Kosi Basin Office in Dharan.

About EEC

EEC is recognized as the world leader in the meteorological radar field since its
inception in 1971, with more than 1,100 radar systems manufactured and delivered in
the United States and over 100 countries worldwide. Celebrating our 49th year in
operation, EEC has consistently led the industry worldwide in the introduction of the
latest available technology to enhance radar and data processing performance. A
strong focus on innovation and technology infusion into the product line continues to
be a driving factor in EEC’s leadership in the weather radar and satellite ground station
market. EEC’s products and capabilities can be viewed at www.eecweathertech.com.
Be sure to follow EEC on social media at the following links:
•

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/EECRadar

•

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/enterprise-electronics-corporation/

•

Twitter: https://twitter.com/eecweathertech
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